AREAS OF STUDIES AND CAMPUS DISTRIBUTION

MADRID CAMPUS – VICÁLVARO

Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences ----
- Administration and Business Management, code 2012
- Administration & Business Management in English*, code 2048
- Accounting and Finance, code 2021
- Criminology, code 2014
- Law, code 2015
- Business Administration and Management in the Digital Field, code 2246
- Economy, code 2017
- Primary Education in English*, code 2109
- Marketing, code 2024
- Marketing in English*, code 2110
- Protocol, Event and Corporate Communications, code 2211
- International Relations in English*, code 2126
- Tourism in English*, code 2010

MANUEL BECERRA (BRANCH)

Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences
- Science, Management and Engineering, code 2176
- Economy in English*, code 2276
- Protocol, Organization of Events and Corporate Communications in English*, code 2277

QUINTANA/FERRAZ (BRANCH)

Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences
- Fashion Design and Management, code 2266
- Economy in English*, code 2276
- Protocol, Organization of Events and Corporate Communications in English*, code 2277

MOSTOLES CAMPUS

Superior School of Experimental Sciences and Technology
- Biology, code 2365 (1º), 2317 (2º, 3º, 4º)
- Food Science and Technology, code 2338
- Environmental Science, code 2337
- Experimental Science, code 2336
- Environmental Engineering, code 2107
- Energy Engineering, code 2029
- Materials Engineering, code 2030
- Industrial Technologies Engineering, code 2120
- Industrial Organization Engineering, code 2148
- Mechanical Engineering, code 2286
- Chemical Engineering, code 2143
- Industrial Electronic and Automatic Engineering, code 2342
- Hydrological Resources, code 2343

Superior Technical School of Computer Engineering
- Game Design and Development, code 2175
- Computer Engineering, code 2032
- Cybersecurity Engineering, code 2285
- Software Engineering, code 2034
- Computer Engineering (Informatics), code 2033
- Mathematics, code 2347

*Those Degrees that have "in English" in the name are taught in English and are highlighted in blue. The rest are taught in Spanish.
Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences
- Pre – primary Education, code, code 2018

Faculty of Communication Sciences
- Audiovisual Communication, code 2002
- Journalism, code 2001
- Advertising and Public Relations, code 2043

Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences
- Arts and Dance (only annual students will be accepted), code 2313
- Fine Arts, code 2153
- Political Science and Public Administration, code 2181
- Comprehensive Design and Image Management, code 2152
- Philosophy, code 2248
- Fundamentals of Architecture, code 2127
- History, code 2234
- Spanish Language and Literature, code 2228
- International Relations, code 2156

FUENLABRADA CAMPUS

Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences
- Tourism, code 2003

Superior Technical School of Telecommunications Engineering Teaching
- Aeronautical and Aerospace Engineering, code 2339
- Aerospace Engineering in Transportation and Airports, code 2341
- Aerospace Engineering in Aerospace Vehicles, code 2356 (all courses), 2284 (2º, 3º, 4º)
- Biomedical Engineering, code 2229
- Robotics Software Engineering, code 2327
- Media studies and Audiovisual Systems Engineering, code 2039
- Telecommunication Systems Engineering, code 2040
- Telecommunication Technologies Engineering, code 2042
- Telematics Engineering, code 2041

ALCORCÓN CAMPUS

Faculty of Health Sciences
- Nursing, code 2035
- Pharmacy, code 2340
- Physiotherapy, code 2036
- Medicine, code 2000
- Dentistry, code 2037
- Psychology, code 2038
- Occupational Therapy, code 2105

Superior Technical School of Telecommunications Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering in English *, code 2291

Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences
- Physical Activity Sciences and Sports, code 2282
- Spanish Sign Language & Deaf Community, code 2250
- Human Resources and Labor Relations, code 2051
- Social Work, code 2213

*Those Degrees that have "in English" in the name are taught in English and are highlighted in blue. The rest are taught in Spanish.
ARANJUEZ CAMPUS
Faculty of Legal and Social Sciences
- Translation and Interpreting, code 2358 (1º, 2º), 2212 (3º, 4º) ............... - Landscaping, code 2251

*Those Degrees that have "in English" in the name are taught in English and are highlighted in blue. The rest are taught in Spanish.
CAMPUS LOCATIONS

MADRID- VICÁLVARO CAMPUS
http://www.urjc.es/universidad/campus/campus-de-madrid/563-situacion-p

MANUEL BECERRA BRANCH
https://goo.gl/maps/KaaoPmJwsTR2

FERRAZ-QUINTANA BRANCH
https://goo.gl/maps/tgvioQYquiuB2

MÓSTOLES CAMPUS
https://goo.gl/maps/qEboxTxDwpZiNrZm8

FUENLABRADA CAMPUS
https://goo.gl/maps/kobasMWohWxfavSL7

ALCORCÓN CAMPUS
https://goo.gl/maps/qZ5yvkJzpEgWnNf76

ARANJUEZ CAMPUS
https://goo.gl/maps/TkWMtEc1AWmbZvpB8

*Those Degrees that have “In English” in the name are taught in English and are highlighted in blue. The rest are taught in Spanish.